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Their differing characters are emphasised by the relative narrative technique that is used to present them. The
bluntness of this quote fully encompasses the main theme of an advantageous marriage for the English
novelist, Jane Austen. To what extent do you agree with the view that Gilman presents conventional
patriarchal expectations of women, more critically than Austen. It is a social commentary on the treatment and
societal standards of women, as well marriage expectations at the turn of the 19th century. It shows basic
background information to readers. This question could only be answered positively if we lived in a world
where the aforementioned incongruities served exclusively as material for comedies without having any
consequences on the society. No doubt it will be. All women can do is to wait for the coming of love and
sometimes even accept a proposal against their will. Elizabeth Bennet's Use of Irony 5. Thus, this type of
marriage is the most classic and widespread. She rejects to be the tool to please males. Bennet's statements are
demonstrated in direct speech, her husband's answers, if he answers at all, are displayed in indirect speech,
which sums up their diverging personalities fittingly: while Mrs. Her confidence leads her to deal with
emergency calmly and orderly. Collins is defined by his rambling speeches of excessive formality and his
boorishness disguised as faux-politeness. These elements expose the conservatism of this novel. All
relationships and the idea of true love tend to be obscured by this materialistic society that is based on wealth,
power, title, and connections. Collins and Lady Catherine are almost trapped in their exaggerated personality
traits, which Austen often uses for comic and satirical effect. Generally, Austen is critical of the gender
injustices present in 19th century English society, particularly in the context of marriage. Consequently, Pride
and Prejudice can be read as a critical and ironic work on the institution of marriage in England at the end of
the 18th-century and the beginning of 19th. Why or why not? Novels were regarded as useless pieces of
literature. Elizabeth does not feel humble when encountered with people who are in higher position. Bennet
continually dreams about the wedding of her daughters and all her thoughts and movements aimed only at this.
This is a kind of neglect and even more discrimination. Conservatism in Terms of Feminism Austen did make
much contribution to feminism. Bennet's failure to provide a proper education for their daughters leads to
Lydia's utter foolishness. The first sentence of Pride and Prejudice stands as one of the most famous
introductory lines in literature. Elizabeth is a figure whose consciousness of feminism is much more advanced
than that of other women in her day. The discursive power mastered by men is now shared by women as well.


